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ABSTRACT: Because of the highly inert aromatic ring, the hydro-
deoxygenation and subsequent ring hydrogenation reactions of aromatic
ketones into high-energy-density liquid hydrocarbons remain a great
challenge even over noble metal catalysts. Herein, the heterogeneous cobalt
catalysts composed of metallic Co nanoparticles and single Co atoms with
Co−N5 motifs were found to display excellent activity in the simultaneous
hydrodeoxygenation of C�O/C−OH bonds as well as the hydrogenation of
the aromatic ring into high-energy-density liquid hydrocarbons, where single
Co atoms served as the Lewis acid sites to activate the C�O/C−OH bonds
as well as the aromatic ring, and metallic Co nanoparticles activated H2
molecules. Experimental data as well as DFT calculation further revealed that
the single Co atoms activated the inert aromatic ring by changing the
electron density of each carbon in the aromatic ring and thus facilitated the
hydrogenation of the aromatic ring with a much lower energy barrier (1.14 vs
1.96 eV without the single Co atom sites).

1. INTRODUCTION
Catalytic reduction reactions with H2 represent one kind of the
most important organic transformations to access high-value
fine chemicals, pharmaceuticals, as well as high-energy-density
liquid fuels.1−3 Among the different types of catalytic reduction
reactions, catalytic hydrodeoxygenation reactions have received
particular attention, particularly in biomass refinery.4,5 Many
biomass-derived molecules are highly oxidized,6 and thus the
removal of surplus oxygen via the hydrodeoxygenation reaction
is key to their usability as fuels, which would reduce the
dependence on fossil fuel resources.7,8

Hydrodeoxygenation of lignin-derived aromatic ketones was
mainly performed over noble metal catalysts, such as Fe25Ru75
in solid ionic liquid phase (Fe25Ru75/SILP),

9,10 and heteroge-
neous Pd catalysts11,12 (Scheme 1, reaction A). Some noble
metal catalytic reactions were even performed under harsh
reaction conditions. For example, the hydrodeoxygenation of
aromatic carbonyl compounds into arenes over the Fe25Ru75/
SILP catalyst was performed at 175 °C and 50 bar H2.

9 Apart
from the hydrodeoxygenation of aromatic ketones into arenes,
it is also important to design the robust catalysts to further
promote the hydrogenation of the inert aromatic ring to get
saturated hydrocarbons with high energy density. However, it
is a great challenge to carry out the simultaneous hydro-
deoxygenation of C�O/C−OH bonds and hydrogenation of
the aromatic ring over one catalyst. Some catalysts were only
active for the hydrodeoxygenation reactions,13,14 while some

catalysts could only promote the hydrogenation of the
aromatic ring.15−17 From the green and sustainable viewpoints,
it is highly demanded to design heterogeneous non-noble
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Scheme 1. Current Methods for the Reduction of Aromatic
Ketones
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metal catalysts for the simultaneous hydrodeoxygenation of
C�O/C−OH bonds and hydrogenation of the aromatic ring
to generate cyclohexane derivatives with high energy density
under mild conditions.
After an extensive and careful investigation of the reported

references on the hydrodeoxygenation of C�O/C−OH
bonds and the hydrogenation of the aromatic ring, it is
known that Lewis acid sites could activate C−OH bonds to
promote the Pd-catalyzed hydrodeoxygenation of C−O/C�O
bonds13 and the hydrogenation of the aromatic ring over noble
metal catalysts.18,19 For example, Miyamura and Kobayashi
recently discovered that Lewis acid Yb(OTf)3 could greatly
improve the catalytic activity of the heterogeneous rhodium−
platinum (Rh−Pt) bimetallic catalyst for the hydrogenation of
anilines into cyclohexane amines with an increased conversion
from 9 to 89%.19 Therefore, it is anticipated to design one kind
of heterogeneous catalysts bearing Lewis acid sites and metal
nanoparticles for the simultaneous hydrodeoxygenation of C�
O/C−OH bonds and hydrogenation of the aromatic ring to
generate cyclohexane derivatives under mild conditions.
In our previous work, the nitrogen-doped carbon materials

were successfully used to stabilize the single metal atoms (M−
Nx),

20−22 metal complex,23 or metal nanoparticles,24 which
demonstrated excellent catalytic performance for some
oxidation and hydrogenation reactions. For example, the single
Zn atom catalyst bearing Zn−N4 motifs was robust for the
oxidative cleavage of ketones into esters, where the single Zn
atoms served as the Lewis acid sites to activate C�O bonds.21

Inspired by the fact that some nitrogen-stabilized single metal
atom catalysts were prepared by the removal of metal
nanoparticles by acid-washing strategy after the pyrolysis of
metal−organic complex precursors,25−27 herein, the nitrogen-
doped carbon-stabilized Co nanoparticles and single Co atoms
were successfully prepared by the facile pyrolysis strategy, and
they were discovered to be active to promote the simultaneous
hydrodeoxygenation of C�O bonds and hydrogenation of the
aromatic ring in aromatic ketones to generate cyclohexane
derivatives (Scheme 1, reaction B). In addition, the developed
catalytic system was also effective for the hydrogenation of N-
heteroaromatic ring to access saturated N-heterocyclic
compounds as well as the hydrodeoxygenation of aliphatic
alcohols and carbonyl compounds into alkanes.

2. METHODS
2.1. Catalyst Preparation. Typically, folic acid (2.68 g)

and α-cellulose (3.20 g) were added into 30 mL of deionized
water and stirred vigorously for 1 h at room temperature.
Then, Co(NO3)2·6H2O (0.90 g) was added into the mixture

and stirred for another 12 h. After the evaporation of water at
60 °C, the yellow composite was placed into a tubular furnace.
Then, the tubular furnace was thermally treated with an argon
(Ar) flow from room temperature to 600 °C at a heating rate
of 2 °C·min−1 and then kept at 600 °C for 2 h. Then, the
tubular furnace was cooled down to room temperature, and the
nitrogen-doped carbon-supported Co catalyst was obtained,
which was labeled as Co@NC-600. Similarly, Co@NC-500
and Co@NC-700 were also prepared by the same procedure at
the pyrolysis temperatures of 500 and 700 °C, respectively.
NC-600 was prepared by the same procedure as Co@NC-

600 without the addition of Co(NO3)2·6H2O. For comparison,
Co/NC-600 was also prepared via two steps, including the first
step of impregnation of Co(NO3)2 into the NC-600 support,
followed by the reduction of Co2+ into Co nanoparticles with
10% H2/90%N2 (v/v) at 600 °C for 2 h. Co@NC-600-AT was
prepared by the acid treatment of Co@NC-600 using 1 mol·
L−1 HCl under 50 °C for 12 h to remove metallic Co
nanoparticles.
2.2. General Procedures. In a typical run, acetophenone

(0.5 mmol), the Co@NC-600 catalyst (40 mg), and
cyclohexane (5 mL) were charged into a 25 mL autoclave
with a magnetic stirrer. After the removal of air in the autoclave
by the flush of H2 for 10 min, the autoclave was pressured with
10 bar H2 and sealed. Then, the autoclave was heated from
room temperature to the desired temperature within several
minutes, and the reaction was started with a magnetic stirring
at 800 rpm. After the reaction, the catalyst was filtered off with
an external magnet, and the sample of the mixture was diluted
with ethanol and identified by gas chromatography−mass
spectrometry (GC−MS) (Thermo Trace 1300 GC-ISQ).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Catalyst Preparation and Characterization. The

Co@NC-T catalysts were prepared by the simple pyrolysis
method (Scheme 2). In brief, the precursor composed of folic
acid, α-cellulose, and Co(NO3)2·6H2O was subjected to
pyrolysis at three representative temperatures (500−700 °C)
under the flow of Ar, and Co@NC-T catalysts were attained,
where T represents the pyrolysis temperature. The weight
percentage of Co in the Co@NC-T catalysts was determined
by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry
(ICP-OES) analysis, which increased with the increase of the
pyrolysis temperature, due to the release of much more volatile
gases at higher pyrolysis temperatures (Tables S1 and S2).
Three peaks with 2θ = 44.2, 51.5, and 75.9° were observed in
the XRD patterns of Co@NC-600 and Co@NC-700 (Figure
S1), assigned to the (111), (200), and (220) crystal planes of

Scheme 2. Schematic Illustration for the Preparation of Co@NC-T Catalysts
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metallic cobalt (PDF#15-0806), respectively, while these peaks
were not present in the XRD patterns of Co@NC-500.
TEM images revealed that Co nanoparticles with an average

size of 6.7 nm were homogeneously distributed on the entire
images of Co@NC-600 without significant aggregation (Figure
1a−c). Furthermore, the lattice spacing of 0.204 nm was
measured in the high-resolution TEM (HR-TEM) image of
Co@NC-600, assigned to the (111) crystalline plane of
metallic Co nanoparticles (Figure 1d).28 By increasing the
pyrolysis temperature to 700 °C, cobalt nanoparticles in Co@
NC-700 grew into larger size with an average size of 10.3 nm,
and some aggregations were also observed (Figure S2). No
cobalt nanoparticles or clusters were observed in the TEM
image of Co@NC-500 (Figure S2), in accordance with the
XRD results. However, a thick carbon layer was observed in
the TEM image of Co@NC-500 (Figure S2). The EDS
mapping displayed that Co, N, and C were distributed evenly
in Co@NC-600 (Figure S3). In particular, the response signal
of the Co element was relatively weak and extremely discrete,
which indicated that Co atoms were highly dispersed on the
catalyst surface. XPS was performed to probe the valence states
of the surface elements. The N 1s XPS spectra of the Co@NC-
T catalysts could be fitted into five peaks (Figure S4),
corresponding to five different types of N as follows:29

pyridinic N (398.5−398.7 eV), pyrrolic N (400.5−400.6 eV),
Co−Nx (399.2−399.6 eV), graphitic N (401.3−401.4 eV), and
oxidized N (402.3−402.5 eV), of which pyridinic N and
pyrrolic N were the major nitrogen species. On the contrary,
the fitted N 1s XPS spectra of Co/NC-600 showed no
interaction between Co and N because of the absence of Co−
Nx species (Figure S5). The C 1s XPS spectra of the
representative Co@NC-600 catalyst (Figure S6) fitted into
four peaks, including C−C/C�C (284.8 eV), C−N (285.7
eV), C−O (286.6 eV), and N�C−N (289.4 eV), which are
consistent with the fitted N 1s XPS spectra. The peak with the
binding energy of 778.2 eV can be fitted in the Co 2p3/2 XPS
spectra of Co@NC-600 and Co@NC-700 (Figure S7), which
was assigned to metallic Co, while this was not the case for
Co@NC-500 and Co@NC-600-AT. This implies that the

Co@NC-600-AT catalyst had no Co−Co bond after acid
treatment. The absence of metallic Co nanoparticles in Co@
NC-500 was due to the fact that the Co cations could not be
reduced into metallic Co nanoparticles at 500 °C, in
accordance with the above XRD and TEM results. By the
way, the presence of Co3+ with the binding energy around
783.2 eV in the Co 2p3/2 XPS spectra of Co@NC-600 and
Co@NC-700 was due to the surface oxidation of metallic Co
nanoparticles during the storage in air (Figure S7). In addition,
the peak corresponding to Co2+ configuration, with the center
at 780.8 eV, was also observed in the fitted Co 2p3/2 XPS
spectra of the Co@NC-600 and Co@NC-600-AT catalysts
(Figure S7), which was attributed to Co−Nx. The presence of
Co−Nx species revealed that there existed a strong electronic
interaction between the nitrogen and Co atoms. The surface
areas and pore volumes of the Co@NC-T catalysts were
further investigated based on the N2 adsorption/desorption
isotherms (Figure S8 and Table S1). Co@NC-500 had a very
low surface area of 16.39 m2·g−1 and a very low pore volume of
0.03 cm3·g−1, in good accordance with its thick-layered
structure, as observed in the TEM image (Figure S2).
However, the surface area and pore volume of Co@NC-600
greatly increased to 419.10 and 0.49 cm3·g−1 with the
characteristic isotherm curves for microporous and mesopo-
rous structures. The great increase in the surface area and pore
volume from Co@NC-500 to Co@NC-600 was due to the
release of much more volatile gases at the higher pyrolysis
temperature. By further increasing the pyrolysis temperature to
700 °C, the surface area of Co@NC-700 contentiously
increased to 462.22 m2·g−1.
3.2. Catalyst Screening. The catalytic performance of the

as-prepared Co catalysts was first evaluated by the reduction of
acetophenone as the model reaction (Table 1). To our
surprise, Co@NC-600 and Co@NC-700 could simultaneously
catalyze the hydrodeoxygenation of C�O bond and the
hydrogenation of the aromatic ring at 150 °C and 10 bar H2
(Table 1, entries 2 and 3). Co@NC-600 demonstrated the
highest catalytic activity, affording a nearly quantitative yield of
ethylcyclohexane after 8 h. Compared with Co@NC-600, the

Figure 1. (a, b) TEM image, (c) particle distribution, and (d) HR-TEM images of Co@NC-600. (e) TEM and (f) AC-HAADF-STEM images of
Co@NC-600-AT.
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lower catalytic activity of Co@NC-700 should be due to the
larger size of Co nanoparticles (6.7 vs 10.3 nm), as Co
nanoparticles with a larger size provide fewer sites to activate
H2 molecules. The inactivity of Co@NC-500 was due to the
absence of metallic Co nanoparticles, which have been widely
accepted to activate H2 molecules for reduction reactions
(Table 1, entry 1). To further study the role of metallic Co

nanoparticles, Co@NC-600-AT was also prepared by the acid
treatment of Co@NC-600 to remove metallic Co nano-
particles for comparison. As shown in Figure S9, the XRD
patterns of Co@NC-600-AT showed no peaks of metallic Co
nanoparticles. Meanwhile, TEM measurements also showed
that there were no visible Co nanoparticles in the entire TEM
image of Co@NC-600-AT (Figure 1e). Therefore, XRD and
TEM results confirmed that Co nanoparticles were successfully
removed from Co@NC-600 by the acid treatment. Also, there
was no detection of Co2+ in the hot filtration solution after
leaching the Co@NC-600-AT catalyst. As expected, Co@NC-
600-AT delivered no conversion (Table 1, entry 4), which
further confirmed the crucial role of metallic Co nanoparticles
in the activation of H2 molecules to start the reaction.
Compared with the hydrogenation of the aromatic ring, the

hydrodeoxygenation of C�O bonds in aromatic ketones was
much easier. In fact, the hydrodeoxygenation of C�O bonds
in aromatic ketones was also reported over heterogeneous Co
and Ni catalysts,30,31 while the hydrogenation of the aromatic
ring was almost performed over noble metal catalysts.19,32

Thus, it comes to probe the reasons of the high activity of the
as-prepared Co@NC-600 catalyst toward the hydrogenation of
the aromatic ring. The Co/NC-600 catalyst was prepared by
the first step of impregnation of Co(NO3)2 on the surface of
nitrogen-doped carbon, followed by the reduction of the
impregnated Co cations with H2 at 600 °C. XRD (Figure S10)

Table 1. Catalytic Reduction of Acetophenone over
Different Catalystsa

entry catalyst conversion (%)

selectivity (%)

1 2 3

1 Co@NC-500 0 0 0 0
2 Co@NC-600 100 0 1 99
3 Co@NC-700 100 0 19 81
4 Co@NC-600-AT 0 0 0 0
5 Co/NC-600 100 0 >99 0
6b Co@NC-600 100 0 >99 0

aReaction conditions: acetophenone (0.5 mmol), catalyst (40 mg),
150 °C, H2 (10 bar), 8 h, cyclohexane (5 mL), 800 rpm. bKSCN (1
mmol) was used.

Figure 2. (a) Co K-edge XANES spectra of Co foil, CoO, and Co@NC-600-AT; (b) FT k3-weighted EXAFS spectra of Co foil, CoO, and Co@
NC-600-AT; (c−e) wavelet-transformed k3-weighted EXAFS spectra of Co foil, CoO, and Co@NC-600-AT; (f) Co K-edge EXAFS fitting caves in
k space; (g) Co K-edge EXAFS fitting caves in R space.
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and TEM images (Figure S11) also revealed that the Co
species in Co/NC-600 were the metallic Co nanoparticles.
However, Co/NC-600 could only promote the hydrodeoxyge-
nation of the C�O bond under the same conditions (Table 1,
entry 5). In addition, the reaction using ethylbenzene as the
starting material did not occur over Co/NC-600, further
confirming that Co/NC-600 could only catalyze the hydro-
deoxygenation of C�O bond in acetophenone. As both Co/
NC-600 and Co@NC-600 had metallic Co nanoparticles, the
catalytic activity of Co@NC-600 in the hydrogenation of the
aromatic ring suggested that some other Co species should also
be present in Co@NC-600 to promote the hydrogenation of
the aromatic ring. Indeed, after the removal of Co nano-
particles from Co@NC-600 by acid treatment, the Co content
in Co@NC-600-AT was determined to be 1.07 wt % by ICP-
OES, while the Co content was below the detection limit for
the Co/NC-600 sample by acid treatment. As many methods
for the preparation of single Co atom catalysts were adopted
the same procedure for the preparation of Co@NC-600-AT,
the presence of Co species in Co@NC-600-AT should also be
most likely presented as single Co atoms. The aberration-
corrected high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission
electron microscopy (AC-HAADF-STEM) image indicates
that single Co atoms with bright spots are clearly observed
(Figure 1f), suggesting that Co@NC-600 was composed of
metallic Co nanoparticles and single Co atoms. In previous
literatures,18,19 Lewis acids were reported to play a crucial role
in the activation of aromatic rings to assist metal nanoparticles
to promote the hydrogenation of the aromatic ring. Thus, we
believe that the single Co atoms in Co@NC-600 should also
serve as the Lewis acid sites for the activation of aromatic ring
and thus facilitate its hydrogenation over Co nanoparticles.
Indeed, the acid amount of Co@NC-600-AT was determined
to be 0.391 mmol·g−1 by the NH3-TPD method (Figure S12).
KSCN has been extensively used as the poisoning reagent for
single metal atom sites because of the strong affinity to single
metal atoms.33 Therefore, the poisoning experiment by KSCN
was also performed. As expected, only ethylbenzene was
produced in the presence of KSCN over the Co@NC-600
catalyst (Table 1, entry 6), further confirming the significant
role of single Co atoms in the hydrogenation of the aromatic
ring. In addition, other sulfur compounds (thiourea and
thiophene) have been reported to be toxic to nanoparticles.34

Therefore, in order to more fully study the synergistic effect of
single Co atoms and Co nanoparticles on the catalyst, thiourea
and thiophene were used to poison the Co nanoparticles on
the catalyst Co@NC-600, and the corresponding additional
experimental results are shown in Table S3. It could be seen
from the table (entry 1) that the catalyst Co@NC-600 still had
a high activity (conversion of acetophenone was 100%) after
the single Co atom was poisoned, but the product stayed in the
ethylbenzene stage. In particular, the catalyst poisoned by
KSCN, with ethylbenzene as the starting reactant (entry 4),
was almost inactive. This suggested that single Co atoms
played a central role in ethylbenzene activation. After using
thiourea or thiophene to poison Co nanoparticles (Table S3,
entries 2, 3, 5, and 6), the hydrogenation reaction of
ethylbenzene to ethylcyclohexane could still be carried out
with impressive efficiency, which showed that the ethylbenzene
activation process was hardly affected under the condition that
single Co atoms were not poisoned. The decrease in the yield
of ethylcyclohexane was most likely due to the decrease in the

dissociation rate of H2 caused by the poisoning of Co
nanoparticles.
EXAFS measurements at the Co K-edge were performed to

investigate the chemical state and coordination environment of
the single Co atoms in the Co@NC-600 catalyst by collecting
data from Co@NC-600-AT. Figure 2a shows the XANES
spectra of Co@NC-600-AT along with the standard Co foil
and CoO references. Co@NC-600-AT displays a significantly
different XANES profile in comparison with those from the
corresponding references. The position of the absorption edge
for Co@NC-600-AT is far away from that for Co foil but is
close to that for CoO, suggesting that the valence state of the
single Co atoms in Co@NC-600-AT was close to +2. The
corresponding Fourier transforms (FTs) obtained from
EXAFS showed that the main peak of Co@NC-600-AT at
≈1.58 Å was attributed to the Co−N bond, which is shorter
than the Co−O peak at 1.70 Å of the standard CoO (Figure
2b). In contrast, no Co−Co peaks or other high-shell peaks
were observed for Co@NC-600-AT. Additionally, the wavelet
transforms (WTs) of Co K-edge EXAFS oscillations were also
observed (Figure 2c−e). The contour plots of Co@NC-600-
AT present only one intensity maximum at 4.40 Å−1,
corresponding to Co−N coordination, and no intensity
maximum related to Co−Co coordination and Co−O
coordination can be detected, compared with that of Co foil
and CoO references. These results evidently suggest that the
Co species in Co@NC-600-AT are atomically dispersed and
coordinated by nitrogen atoms. Quantitative EXAFS fittings in
k space and R space were then conducted to extract the
structural parameters and obtain the precise coordination
configuration of Co atom for Co@NC-600-AT (Figure 2f,g).
The best-fitting analysis reveal that the coordination number of
the central Co atom is about 5, and the mean bond length of
Co@NC-600-AT is 2.04 Å (Table S4). Figure 2g also shows
the presence of a small proportion of Co−Co bonds in Co@
NC-600-AT after acid treatment, again confirming the
coexistence of single Co atoms and Co nanoparticles.
Therefore, the Co atomic structure model can be described,
as shown in the inset of Figure 2g, in which each single Co
atom is coordinated by four nitrogen atoms in the plane and
one nitrogen atom in the axial position.
Moreover, the reaction solvents showed a great influence on

the reduction of acetophenone over the Co@NC-600 catalyst
(Table S5). Cyclohexane and hexane emerged as good solvents
to produce ethylcyclohexane as the sole or main product, while
the reaction in oxygen-containing solvents including water,
polar, and nonpolar solvents produced ethylbenzene with
selectivity >97%. The oxygen-containing solvents should have
a strong affinity to the single Co atoms via acid−base
interaction to block the single Co atom sites for the activation
of the aromatic ring, similar to the poisoning of single Co
atoms by KSCN. To further confirm the above statements,
some control experiments on the hydrogenation of ethyl-
benzene were also performed (Table S6). Indeed, the
hydrogenation of ethylbenzene almost stopped in ethanol,
while quantitative conversion was observed in cyclohexane.
More interestingly, the conversion of ethylbenzene greatly
decreased from 100% in cyclohexane to 7% in the presence of
2% volume ethanol in cyclohexane, while tert-amyl alcohol
with 2% volume in cyclohexane showed no significant
influence on the hydrogenation of ethylbenzene. The huge
difference was due to the great difference in the steric
hindrance between ethanol and tert-amyl alcohol. Ethanol
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could combine with the single Co atoms freely, while that was
not the case for tert-amyl alcohol with a large steric hindrance.
Besides the reaction solvents, the reaction temperature also

showed a great influence on the product distribution (Figure
S13). 1-Phenylethanol was the sole product at 70 °C, while
ethylbenzene was the major product at 90−110 °C. As far as
the hydrodeoxygenation of 1-phenylethanol into ethylbenzene
is concerned, two reaction pathways have been generally
reported. One way is the dehydration−hydrogenation pathway
(Scheme S1), which involves the first step of the dehydration
of 1-phenylethanol into styrene, followed by the hydrogenation
of styrene into ethylbenzene. The other way is the direct
hydrogenolysis process. Generally, the catalysts with Lewis acid
sites tend to promote the dehydration of 1-phenylethanol into
styrene.5,35 This suggests that the hydrodeoxygenation of 1-
phenylethanol into ethylbenzene proceeded via styrene as the
intermediate. The final step of the hydrogenation of the
aromatic ring in ethylbenzene into ethylcyclohexane started at
130 °C and greatly accelerated at 150 °C. After 8 h,
acetophenone was quantitatively converted into ethylcyclohex-
ane over the Co@NC-600 catalyst at 150 °C and 10 bar H2.
Kinetic experiments of the hydrogenation of acetophenone
into 1-phenylethanol, the hydrodeoxygenation of 1-phenyl-
ethanol into ethylbenzene, and the hydrogenation of ethyl-
benzene into ethylcyclohexane were studied. These kinetic
experiments were performed under 30 bar H2, and thus the H2
concentration in the reaction solvent could be considered to be
constant. Thus, the reactions should most likely be pseudo-
first-order reactions. According to the Arrhenius equation, ln k
versus 1/T was plotted in Figure S14, where k is the reaction
rate constant, and the calculated activation energies (Ea) were
determined to be 83.06, 97.09, and 110.17 kJ·mol−1 for the
hydrogenation of acetophenone into 1-phenylethanol, the
hydrodeoxygenation of 1-phenylethanol into ethylbenzene, and
the hydrogenation of ethylbenzene into ethylcyclohexane,

respectively. These results clearly revealed that the consecutive
steps became much more difficult and that the hydrogenation
of the aromatic ring was the rate-determining step over the
Co@NC-600 catalyst. Unlike the reaction temperature and
reaction solvents, the H2 pressure showed no significant
influence on the reduction of acetophenone (Table S7). This is
most probably because the H2 pressure is not the decisive
factor affecting this reaction. From the DFT calculation in
Figure S17, it can be seen that the dissociation energy barrier
of H2 on Co nanoparticles is extremely low, only 0.27 eV. This
indicates that the catalyst easily dissociates H2, which will bring
sufficient H spillover on the surface of the catalyst even under
low H2 pressure. It will lead to the subsequent continued
increase of the H2 pressure to have little effect on the
concentration of dissociated H on the catalyst surface, thus not
having a significant influence on the hydrodeoxygenation of
acetophenone. In addition, Co@NC-600 demonstrated a high
stability without the significant loss of its catalytic activity and
product selectivity (Figure S15).
3.3. Substrate Scope. The catalytic hydrogenation of the

aromatic ring as well as heteroaromatic rings remains one of
the important organic transformations to access liquid fuels,
drug discovery, and material sciences.36−41 Co@NC-600 was
first used for the hydrogenation of aromatic rings as well as
heteroaromatic rings in different types of substrates. As shown
in Table 2, different kinds of aromatic hydrocarbons (S1−S7)
were successfully hydrogenated into the corresponding cyclic
hexane derivatives at 150 °C and 10 bar H2, demonstrating
their good potential in the production of high-energy-density
liquid fuels. Co@NC-600 was even active for 1,3,5-
trimethylbenzene (S5) with a large steric hindrance, and
naphthalene (S7) with an inert fused ring, but the full
hydrogenation of the fused ring in naphthalene required a high
reaction temperature of 190 °C. In addition, two aromatic

Table 2. Selective Hydrogenation of Aromatic Rings over the Co@NC-600 Catalysta

aReaction conditions: substrate (0.5 mmol), the Co@NC-600 catalyst (40 mg), 150 °C, H2 (10 bar), cyclohexane (5 mL), and 800 rpm. b190 °C.
c130 °C.
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rings in biphenyl (S6) could be simultaneously hydrogenated
over Co@NC-600 at 150 °C.
Besides aromatic hydrocarbons, Co@NC-600 was also

effective for the selective hydrogenation of aromatic rings in
these substrates bearing functional groups such as hydroxyl,
ammonia, ester, ether, and amides (S8−S13). Interestingly,
substrates with electron-donating substituted groups (S8−S11)
were more active than those with electron-withdrawing
substituted groups (S12 and S13), suggesting that aromatic
rings with higher electron density are more active.
Furthermore, Co@NC-600 was also active for the hydro-
genation of N-heteroaromatic rings including pyridine, quino-
line, quinoxaline, and quinazoline to give rise to the saturated
heterocyclic products (S14−S27). Generally, it is difficult to
carry out the hydrogenation of heteroaromatic substrates, as
these substrates can poison the metal sites due to the strong
interaction between them. In contrast, the strong interaction of
the single Co atoms in Co@NC-600 with the heteroatoms in
the heteroaromatic ring (Lewis acid−Lewis base interaction)
could activate the heteroaromatic rings more efficiently, and
thus the hydrogenation of the heteroaromatic rings could be
performed smoothly over Co@NC-600. The simultaneous

hydrogenation of the aromatic ring as well as the
heteroaromatic ring was observed for S24 and S25, while
only hydrogenation of the N-heterocyclic ring was observed for
quinoxaline (S26) and quinazoline (S27).
After the success in the hydrogenation of the aromatic ring,

the scope of the simultaneous hydrogenation of the aromatic
ring and the hydrodeoxygenation of C�O/C−OH bonds was
explored over the Co@NC-600 catalyst (Table 3). First, the
reduction of aryl-methyl ketones was studied (S1−S13). Again,
it was noted that the aryl-methyl ketones with electron-
donating substituted groups (S1−S11) were more active than
those with the electron-withdrawing substituted groups (S12
and S13), where the latter required a longer reaction time to
get high yields. Besides the hydrodeoxygenation of ketone
groups and the hydrogenation of the aromatic ring, these
substituted groups in the aromatic ring were also well tolerant
under the reaction conditions, which are of great importance in
organic transformations. 1,4-Diacetybenzene (S14) with two
methyl ketone groups were quantitatively reduced to saturated
1,4-diethyl-cyclohexane after 16 h at 150 °C and 10 bar H2.
Besides aryl-methyl ketones, aryl-alkyl (cyclic) ketones (S15−
S19), aryl-aryl ketone (S20), and aryl-aryl diketones (S21−

Table 3. Catalytic Hydrodeoxygenation and Ring Hydrogenation over Co@NC-600a

aReaction conditions: substrate (0.5 mmol), the Co@NC-600 catalyst (40 mg), 150 °C, H2 (10 bar), cyclohexane (5 mL), and 800 rpm. b190 °C.
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S22) were also successfully reduced to the corresponding
saturated compounds. Compared with aryl-methyl ketones, the
steric hindrance of the alkyl or cyclic groups in aryl-alkyl
(cyclic) ketones was clearly observed (S1 vs S15−S19). More
obviously, the fuse-ring ketones (S23 and S24) as well as the
cyclic diketone (S25) with the large steric hindrance required
the high reaction temperature of 190 °C to get the saturated
products with high yields. Besides the aromatic ketones, Co@
NC-600 was also effective for the simultaneous hydrogenation
of the aromatic ring and the hydrodeoxygenation of isolated
C�O bonds (S26−S28) at 150 °C and 10 bar H2. The
aromatic alcohols/diols with large steric hindrance (S29−S31)
and aliphatic substrates (S32−S35) were less active, which
were reacted at a higher reaction temperature of 190 °C to get
high yields of the saturated hydrocarbons. Furfural and 5-
hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) represent two of the most
important biomass-based platform chemicals from the
dehydration of carbohydrates.42,43 The catalytic reduction of
furfural and HMF into tetrahydrofuran derivatives is a highly
attractive route to access renewable fuels as well as the organic
solvents, but it remains a great challenge due to the serious side
reactions such as the formation of humins and the inert furan
ring.44 For example, the Ru/C-based catalytic system could
only give rise to 76% yield of 2,5-dimethyltetrahydrofuran
(DMTHF) from HMF at 180 °C and 50 bar H2 in 1,4-
dioxane.44 To our great pleasure, the Co@NC-600 catalyst
could successfully promote the hydrogenation of the furan ring
and the hydrodeoxygenation of C�O/C−OH bonds in
furfural (S36) and HMF (S37) with nearly quantitative yields
of 2-methyltetrahydrofuran and DMTHF under much more
mild conditions (150 °C and 10 bar H2).
3.4. Mechanism Study. According to the characterization

of Co@NC-600 and the controlled experiments, the excellent
catalytic performance on the hydrodeoxygenation of C�O/
C−OH bonds and hydrogenation of the aromatic ring over the
Co@NC-600 catalyst was due to the synergistic roles of single
Co atoms and metallic Co nanoparticles, where the single Co

atoms served as the Lewis acid sites in the activation of
aromatic rings, and the Co nanoparticles served a role in the
activation of H2 molecules to generate the active hydrogen
species. In this section, DFT calculation was resorted to further
study the reaction mechanism of the hydrodeoxygenation of
the C�O bond and the hydrogenation of the aromatic ring in
acetophenone. First, the DFT model was constructed
according to the characterized structure of the Co@NC-600
catalyst, which was composed of single Co atoms bearing Co−
N5 motifs in the carbon layer and the supported Co
nanoparticles on the surface of the carbon layer (Figure
S16). The adsorption energy of H2 and the energy barriers for
the heterolytic cleavage of H2 molecules to generate the active
H species on the surface of Co nanoparticles were calculated to
be −0.16 and 0.27 eV, respectively (Figure S17). As far as the
hydrogenation of acetophenone into 1-phenylethanol is
concerned, the H atom on the surface of Co nanoparticles
can first be added to the O atom in the C�O bond or the C
atom in the C�O bond. DFT calculations revealed that the
addition of the first H atom to the O atom in the C�O bond
was preferable with the lower energy barrier (0.76 vs 1.11 eV,
Figures 3 and S18). After the addition of the first H atom to
the O atom in the C�O bond to generate the reactive I-b
species, the addition of the second H atom to the C atom gives
rise to the 1-phenylethanol intermediate I-c with the energy
barrier of 0.88 eV (Figure 3). Compared with the reaction over
the catalyst with metallic Co nanoparticles and single Co
atoms, the energy barriers of the addition of two H atoms to
the O atom and C atom in acetophenone were calculated to be
1.04 and 1.13 eV over the surface of metallic Co nanoparticles
without the assistance of single Co atoms, respectively (Figure
3). These data revealed that the single Co atoms could lower
the energy barriers of the hydrogenation of C�O bond into
C−OH bond over metallic Co nanoparticles, where the single
Co atoms should serve as the Lewis acid sites to activate the
C�O bond. The optimized structure showed that acetophe-
none was adsorbed on single Co atoms through the carbonyl-

Figure 3. (a) Energy profiles of acetophenone hydrogenation to ethylbenzene on the catalyst with single Co atom and Co nanoparticles (blue line),
as well as the catalyst only with metallic Co nanoparticles (yellow line). (b) Main structures of the reaction molecule, intermediates, and the
product on the two catalysts.
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terminal O atom. It would lead to the transfer of electrons
from O to Co. The electron density on C�O decreased, and
the C atom would be prone to hydrogenation reaction.
Therefore, the single Co atom acted as a Lewis acid in this
activation process.
As discussed above, the following step is the dehydration of

1-phenylethanol into styrene, which should proceed via the
synergistic cleavage of C−H bond and C−OH bond in 1-
phenylethanol to release one water molecule. DFT calculations
also revealed that single Co atoms serving as the Lewis acid
sites also lowered the energy barrier of the dehydrogenation of
1-phenylethanol into styrene from 1.16 to 1.04 eV (Figure 3).
Then, the step-by-step addition of two H atoms to the C�C
bond in styrene generates the ethylbenzene intermediate. The
addition of the first H atom to the terminal carbon in styrene
to generate I-e active species over the metallic Co and single
Co atom or II-e active species over the metallic Co without the
single Co atom was much more difficult than the addition of
the second H atom to I-e or II-e active species to generate
ethylbenzene. In addition, it was found that the presence of
single Co atom sites in the catalyst also showed a positive
effect on the addition of the first H atom, lowering the energy
barrier from 1.09 to 0.86 eV. In addition, DFT calculations also
revealed that the dehydration of 1-phenylethanol into styrene
was the rate-determining step during the hydrodeoxygenation
of the C�O bond in acetophenone, in good accordance with
the experimental results.

Then, particular interest was paid to the significant role of
single Co atoms with the assistance of metallic Co nano-
particles toward the hydrogenation of the aromatic ring.
According to the references19 and the experimental data, the
single Co atoms should serve as the Lewis acid sites to
combine with the electron-rich aromatic ring, and thus the
electron density of each carbon should be changed, resulting in
the activation of the aromatic ring. The single Co atom should
combine with the C1 atom in the aromatic ring at the para-
position of the ethyl group in ethylbenzene (Figure 4), due to
the weakest steric hindrance. First, the electron density of each
carbon in the aromatic ring after the activation of ethylbenzene
by a single Co atom site was calculated. For comparison, the
electron density of each carbon in the aromatic ring without
the activation by the single Co atom catalyst was also
calculated. As shown in Figure 4, the electron density of
each carbon in the aromatic ring was very close to each other
on the surface of metallic Co nanoparticles. However, the
electron density of each carbon greatly changed after the
activation by a single Co atom (Figure 4), and thus the
aromatic ring in ethylbenzene was more active to be
hydrogenated. For example, the electron density of C1 atom
on the surface of Co nanoparticles was only −0.03 eV, while it
was calculated to be −0.31 eV after the activation by a single
Co atom. Particularly, the calculated data were also consistent
with the experimental rule of chemistry. The direct interaction
of a single Co atom with the C1 atom resulted in the
enrichment of the electron from the aromatic ring to the C1

Figure 4. Bader charge analysis of ethylbenzene adsorbed on a single Co atom and Co nanoparticles.

Figure 5. (a) Energy profiles of the hydrogenation of ethylbenzene to ethylcyclohexane over the catalyst with metallic Co nanoparticles and the
single Co atoms. (b) Main structures of the reaction molecule, intermediates, and the product on the catalyst.
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atom; thus, the electron density of C1 atom was the most
negative. Meanwhile, the electron density of C4 atom had a
positive charge of +0.28 eV, which could be stabilized by the
ethyl group. Therefore, the addition of one H2 molecule (H+−
H−) should first add a C1 atom and a C4 atom to generate the
3-ethyl-1,4-cyclohexadiene intermediate. DFT calculations
(Figure 5) also revealed that the energy barrier of the addition
of the first H atom to the C4 atom was lower (1.14 eV) than
those to the C1 atom (1.31 eV), C2 atom (1.29 eV), and C3
atom (1.37 eV). Therefore, the addition of the first H atom to
the aromatic ring should be added to the C4 atom, according
to the above analysis, which required the lowest energy barrier
for all the steps. After the addition of the first H atom to the
C4 atom, the addition of the second H atom to the C1 atom to
generate the 3-ethyl-1,4-cyclohexadiene intermediate requires a
low energy barrier of 0.93 eV (Figure 5). Then, the
consecutive addition of four H atoms from two H2 molecules
into the two C�C bonds in 3-ethyl-1,4-cyclohexadiene
proceeded smoothly, as the calculated energy barriers (0.75−
0.84 eV) of these steps were all lower than those of the
addition of the first two H atoms to the C4 atom and C1 atom
(Figure 5). In addition, the hydrogenation of the aromatic ring
without activation by the single Co atom was also calculated.
The addition of the first H atom to the C1, C2, C3, and C4
atoms in ethylbenzene was also calculated over metallic Co
nanoparticles (Figure S19), and the energy barriers were very
high up to 2.13, 1.98, 2.08, and 1.96 eV with the addition of
one H atom to C1, C2, C3, and C4 atoms, respectively. These
data clearly reveal that the hydrogenation of the aromatic ring
became much easier after the activation by a single Co atom.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have developed a novel heterogeneous non-
noble metal catalytic method for the simultaneous hydro-
deoxygenation of C�O/C−OH bonds and hydrogenation of
the aromatic ring with the Co@NC-T catalyst. The excellent
catalytic performance of Co@NC-600 was due to the
synergistic roles of single Co atoms and metallic Co
nanoparticles. Co nanoparticles served a role in the activation
of H2 molecule to generate the active hydrogen species for the
hydrodeoxygenation of C�O/C−OH bonds and hydro-
genation of the aromatic ring. The controlled experiments
and DFT calculations revealed that the single Co atom in the
Co@NC-600 catalyst could serve as the Lewis acid site to
promote the hydrodeoxygenation of C�O/C−OH bonds as
well as the hydrogenation of the aromatic ring. Kinetic studies
as well as DFT calculations revealed that the hydrogenation of
the aromatic ring was much more difficult with a higher
activation energy than the hydrodeoxygenation of C�O/C−
OH bonds. DFT calculations revealed that the single Co atom
could greatly disturb the electron density of each carbon in the
aromatic ring by the electronic interaction with the aromatic
ring; thus, the activated aromatic ring was much easier to be
hydrogenated. Compared with the reaction on the metallic Co
nanoparticles, the activation by the single Co atom greatly
lowered the energy barriers of the hydrogenation of the inert
aromatic ring from 1.96 to 1.14 eV. The utility of the catalyst
opens new avenues for the synthesis of saturated cyclohexane
derivatives and heterocyclic compounds, demonstrating a great
potential in the fields of energy storage as well as the
production of high-value chemicals with specific structures.
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